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The first day of November 1974 saw
a remarkable event happening in the
world of high energy particle physics.
Almost simultaneously, two groups :
one led by Sam Ting working at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory and
the other by Burt Richter at the Stan
ford Linear Accelerator reported the
discovery of a new particle : the J-'P
(J was the name Ting chose for his
discovery, while the Stanford group
christened it 'P). The clarity of their
discovery is seen in Figs. 1 and 2.
The finding of the J-'P brought finally
to fruition two lines of research which
were initiated more than a decade ago
and are likely to be even more fruitful
in the future. Ting’s experiment was
based on the search for electron-posi
tron pairs produced in high energy
proton-beryllium collisions. The first
pioneering experiments of such type
were carried out in 1965 by Zichichi
and his group at CERN. It is only
through the application of the techni
que used to discriminate pions from
electrons that were first employed in
these experiments that Ting could find
the true needle in the haystack which
the J-'P represents in these searches.
A similar experiment searching for
|i+p·“ pairs rather than e+e- pairs done
by Lederman and his group at BNL
had failed to establish the existence of
J-T.
The other line of research consists
in bringing into collision beams of
electrons and positrons and using their
energy to produce all sorts of things ;
pions, electrons, protons and then in
addition the J-'P. In the early sixties,
the first such machine to be shown
to work was built by B. Touschek and
his group at Frascati and was called
ADA (Anello d’Accumulazione). This
was followed by a machine developed
by a Stanford-Princeton collaboration

of which Richter was a member. Since
then, Orsay and Novosibirsk built
higher energy e+e- machines, ADA be
came Adone, DESY got DORIS, and
finally it was for SPEAR, a superb
example of its breed, to realize the
full potentiality of the e+e" physics.
With the award of the 1976 Nobel
Prize for Physics to Sam Ting and Burt
Richter, the J-ψ has been attributed
the highest scientific recognition. It is
then an appropriate time to try to
assess the meaning and the impact on
high energy physics of this wonderful
discovery.

it be the ever elusive neutral W-boson ?
Such a particle along with its charged
partners had been postulated to
account for the similarities between
electromagnetism and weak interac
tions (responsible among other things
for the neutron decay) : a sort of heavy
photon.
With not too much effort, one could
account for its long lifetime and for its
production cross section in both the
BNL and SPEAR experiments, but
other results from SPEAR did not
support the hypothesis. The J-ψ
showed no sign of parity violation, a
major feature of the weak interaction.
Another blow, probably the fatal one
to the W-boson interpretation, was the
observation of J-ψ production in the
scattering of high energy photons with
beryllium nuclei, observed by W. Y.
Lee and his group working at the
National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL)
in Batavia. The substantial J-'P pro
duction cross section observed in
this experiment could In no way be
accounted for by weak interactions.
On the other hand, if the J-'P was
assumed to be a vector meson, similar
in nature to the well known ϕ-meson,
(discovered in the early sixties), rea
sonable agreement with the exper
imental findings could be obtained.

The Remarkable J-'P
The discovery of a new particle is
quite routine in high energy physics ;
almost every conference witnesses the
birth of new members in the ever
growing family of the so called “ele
mentary particles” ; today we know
about two hundred of them.
What made the discovery of Ting,
Richter and their groups so exciting
was its extraordinary lifetime. Until
then, in fact, particles as heavy as the
J-'P (3100 MeV, about 3 proton masses)
were known to live for very short time
(of the order of 10-23s). The J-ψ on the
other hand, it was immediately clear,
lived some thousand times longer
than normal. It was as if one found in
some remote region of the earth a Charm : the New Quantum Number
human race whose life expectancy was
Once the W-hypothesis was out of
not 70 but rather 70 000 years ! Some the way, the odds increased for
thing really unbelievable.
another hypothesis which was pursued
very vigourously by Shelly Glashow
Had the Neutral W-boson
and his Harvard Group. They had been
Been Found ?
stressing since its discovery that the
The first reactions of the physics J-'P was indeed a hadron (the generic
community were of incredulity that the name for particles which interact
J-ψ could have anything to do with the strongly, like the π-meson and the
dozens of known particles, brought proton) and its remarkable lifetime was
to life by the big accelerators. It had related to the existence for hadronic
to be something very different ! Could matter of a new quantum number beLett - Samuel Ting

Nobel Prize
Winners in 1976
Right - Burton Richter
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Fig. 1 The J-ψ signal detected by Ting
and his group at BNL. The J-ψ appears as
a quite striking peak in the distribution
of the total mass of the electron-positron
pairs.

sides Isotopic spin and Strangeness :
Charm. Actually this new quantum
number had appeared on and off in
the scientific literature since the con
firmation of the Gell-Mann Ne’eman
SU (3) scheme, by the discovery of
that very peculiar member of the zoo
of elementary particles which is the
Q_. From 1963 on, physicists had been
wondering whether that quality of ha
drons called “Strangeness” was in
deed unique ; could not there be some
other kind of super-strangeness or
Charm ? The works of Hara, Bjorken
and Glashow, and Amati, Bacry, Nuyts
and Prentki were the first attempts to
introduce Charm into the hadronic
world, and the idea rested in peace
until in 1970 it was resurrected by
Glashow, lliopoulos and Maiani in the
context of a model for the weak inter
actions of the hadrons (GIM model).
The revived interest in the gauge
theory of weak interactions proposed
by Salam and Weinberg (SW model)
which was sparked off by the’t Hooft
proof (1971) of its renormalizability (i.e.

the possibility of removing trouble
some infinities in perturbative cal
culations) and the discovery of neutral
currents by the “Gargamelle” group
working at CERN, involved also the
GIM model as a possible extension
of the SW-model to the hadronic weak
interactions and gave further motiva
tion for the search for such a quantum
number as emphasized particularly by
Gail lard, Lee and Rosner (1974). Thus
in 1974 everybody was ready to wel
come the discovery of Charm. But then,
why did the J-ψ cause so much con
fusion ? The answer is quite simple :
nobody was prepared to describe as
hadronic, an object which lived some
thousand times longer than normal.
Some lengthening of its lifetime was
indeed expected, by following through
the analogy with the Φ-meson, but
nothing of the size that was observed.
However the elimination of altern
ative hypotheses (besides the Wboson, another candidate soon fallen
in disgrace had been the theory of
Colour proposed in 1965 by Han and
Nambu) corroborated the suspicion
that with the J-ψ , a new quantum
number had appeared in the world of
hadrons. It was now a matter or further
experimental work to confirm or reject
this suspicion.

The New vs. the Old Physics
We cannot understand what physics
vistas, the “New Physics”, i.e. the J-ψ
discovery has been opening up if we
do not try to set the stage of the “Old
Physics” that high energy physicists
have been investigating over the past
30 years, since the momentous disco
very of the π-meson. It must be said
that in spite of the enormous amount
of information available today on the
most diverse aspects of hadrons and
their interactions, the “Old Physics” is
far from being a closed chapter of
natural science. We do not yet know
the laws obeyed by this peculiar kind
of matter, nor can we calculate with
any confidence some of its simplest
properties. We do possess, however,
a set of rules which can relate and
organize an impressive body of exper
imental information in a simple and
amazingly successful way : The Quark
Model.
According to the quark model the
hadronic particles are all built up from
basic constituents, the quarks, which
carry the fundamental quantum num
bers of the world of hadrons. Before
the J-ψ , the observations were con
sistent with the existence of three
spin-1/2 objects : p, n and λ (also called
Fig. 3 The naive quark model description u, d, s), whose (Charge, Strangeness)
of two well-known hadrons : the π+ (left) assignments are (2/3, 0), (-1/3, 0) and
(-1/3, -1) respectively. One manuand the proton (right).
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Fig. 2 This is how the SPEAR group saw
the J-ψ. In (a) the e+e~ annihilation crosssection increases by a factor hundred in
passing through the resonance at 3100
MeV ; (b) and (c) show the J-y signal in
the e+e- and
channels respectively.

factures hadrons by combining either
a quark and an antiquark (Meson) or
three quarks (Baryons) ; much in the
same way as the positronium is com
posed of an electron-positron pair and
the nucleus of 3He is made out of
three nucleons. The picture above is
supported to a high degree by our
knowledge of the spectrum of ha
drons : all known particles without
exception can be described as quan
tum mechanical states of such physi
cal systems. This is very nice, but
strangely enough, the more the quark
model unravels about hadrons, the
further it leads us towards an inex
tricable paradox. For if the hadrons
are composite, under appropriate ob
servational conditions their consti
tuents should reveal themselves ; this
is what happens for any atom or nu
cleus. Nobody, on the other hand, has
yet been able to isolate quarks. An
easy way out, which comes to mind
at once, is that quarks have such a
high mass that they cannot be pro
duced as free objects until we dispose
of the appropriate energy (and this in
practice may never happen !). Even

discounting adverse geo-chemical evi
dence, the high quark mass appears
like a stratagem which poses more
puzzles than it solves. For in a situa
tion of enormous binding energy such
as is required by the previous “ex
planation”, it is unbelievable that the
simple dynamics implied by the quark
model can manage to survive. The
monstrously strong forces acting bet
ween them, will produce incessantly
quark-antiquark pairs and with them,
physical systems whose structure is
infinitely more complicated than the
one conceived by the simple quark
model.
In spite of the quark paradox, whose
resolution will most likely require radi
cally new ideas, the successes of the
quark model have generated a bene
ficial degree of confidence that the
ideas developed for the “old observed
quarks” (as p, n, ^ have optimistically
been called) can be extended to de
scribe the Charm quantum number, by
simply introducing a new charmed
quark, whose charge is 2/3, its isospin
zero, and its strangeness zero. “The
New Physics” deals with the states
where at least one of the quarks is a
c-quark (or anti c-quark) much in the
same way as the “Old Physics” deals
with the hadrons entirely made out of
p, n, and λ quarks (antiquarks).
The New Physics
Equipped with the theoretical appa
ratus of the quark model, the New Phy
sics could set its main experimental
goals which are being achieved with
considerable success. In the quark
picture, the J-ψ is a vector meson built
up by a cc-pair in S-wave, carrying
a total quark-spin |Sq| = 1. (It is in
spectroscopic notation a 3S1state). Its
ridiculously small width (long lifetime)
was, and still remains, a big puzzle ;
it conceivably involves some dynami
cal aspect which the quark model, in
its admitted coarseness, cannot handle
realistically. As a member of the cc
family, the J-ψ is expected to have
brothers with well defined character
istics like the 3P-states, some of which
for old particles as the Φ have been
observed [i.e. the S* (0++) and the f*
(2++)]. If the dynamics is not too
crazy, these states should lie in a mass
range between the J-'P and its first
radial recurrence, the ψ1 which was
observed at a mass M= 3965 MeV at
SPEAR, soon after the J-ψ .
A careful and difficult analysis of
Y-spectra carried out both at SPEAR
and at DESY (Hamburg), produced in
the Summer of 1975, direct evidence
of such states (called S’s) in the mass
range 3400-3500 MeV : another very
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good point in favour of the new quark
interpretation. At the Stanford Confer
ence (August 75), DESY reported evi
dence of another state at around 2800
MeV, which could be interpreted as
the 1So partner of the J-'P, and was
therefore called nc (recalling the well
known n particle of “old physics”).
Furthermore refined studies of the
total e+e- annihilation cross section
carried out at SPEAR, revealed very
suggestive bumps in the energy range
between 4000 and 4500 MeV. They
could be interpreted as higher vector
members of the J-'P family, their much
bigger width being due to a different
decay mechanism which became avail
able if the charmed particle threshhold
lay below 4000 MeV. This was a very
important hint of where to look for the
so far elusive charmed particles, for
until then, the evidence for Charm had
been either indirect or quite fuzzy,
coming from the observation of the
J-'P and its family and from some
strange neutrino events (we shall re
turn to them below).
We must note that the Charm of the
J-'P is only “hidden”, its total charm
in fact is zero, the Charm of its c-quark
being cancelled by that of its anti
c-quark. But in a quark model, truly
charmed states, corresponding to con
figurations like cp or cn (D) and cλ (F),
must exist and their mass lie some
where near 2000 MeV. These states,
due to Charm-conservation in strong
and electromagnetic interactions, can
decay only through weak interactions
with lifetimes which can be estimated
around 10-13-10-I2s.
Thus, if these ideas are correct,
under the bumps seen at SPEAR above
4000 MeV, there had to lie plenty of
charmed particles, waiting only for
experimental ingenuity to sort them
out. In the Spring 76 the first clear
evidence for D-type states was pre
sented in the form of a striking (Kit)
peak with a mass of 1850 MeV. A Kππ
state was also reported at about the
same mass, evoking the old puzzles
that the idea of Strangeness many
years ago helped to resolve. Thus
charmed particles had been positively
established and the hypothesis of a
new quark had met with yet another
crucial corroboration.
New Physics and the Neutrino
As mentioned in passing above, not
all the action of the New Physics took
place in strong and electromagnetic
forms. Soon after the J-'P had been
discovered, a Brookhaven group found
in a bubble chamber exposed to a
beam of neutrinos, one example of the
reaction
vµ P →µ- Λ0π+π+π+π-

This process contradicts the firmly
established AQ= AS rule of weak inter
actions, according to which the varia
tion of the hadrons’ Charge between
the initial and the final state must equal
the variation of their Strangeness. The
BNL group suggested that this ano
maly was only apparent, and that what
one was really observing was the
decay of a neutrino-produced charmed
baryon (a pno. configuration) whose
mass was determined to be about
2450 MeV : the expected ball park for
such an object !
Other possible evidence for Charm
neutrino production was supplied by
the Gargamelle group at CERN, who
observed a few events of the type :
N µ- e++ hadrons,
which could be interpreted as the
production and the subsequent leptonic decay of a charmed baryon. As
for very high energy neutrinos, such
as those manufactured by the NAL
machine, they too seem to produce
quite easily charmed particles, as in
dicated by the relatively numerous dimuon events, i.e.
v Nucleus →µ+µ- + hadrons
observed by both the Harvard-PennWisconsin and the Caltech groups
working at Batavia. Actually high
energy neutrino experiments may re
veal themselves extraordinarily rich
mines of new objects ; several “ano
malies” are being reported from NAL
whose explanation might require yet
another extension of the hadronic
quantum numbers as well as of the
structure of the weak interactions. This
is why today high energy physicists are
looking very keenly at neutrino inter
actions ; very soon the 400 GeV SPS
accelerator at CERN will lead the world
effort in this fascinating field.
Lessons and Expectations
After this necessarily sketchy out
line of the J-ψ discovery and the
emergence of the New Physics, let me
conclude with a few reflections.
Looking back over the two years
that have elapsed since the J-ψ was
discovered, we can draw a number of
lessons. The first and most important
is that the quark model has emerged
as a truly predictive theoretical tool,
embodying a great deal of truth about
hadrons and their interactions. The
quark ideas had to stand most strin
gent tests like the existence of the
P-States, the charmed particles and
some intriguing aspects of their weak
decays (which cannot be discussed
here), and have passed them so hand
somely that it would be astonishing if
all this were a mere accident. Never
before have we been so confident that
the quark model is here to stay, and

the New Physics has been crucial in
strengthening our confidence. But can
the News Physics help us to solve the
tantalizing difficulties of the paradoxi
cal quark behaviour ?
Many physicists have expressed
strong hopes that the spectrum and
transition rates of the J-ψ family, the
“Charmonium” system as it has been
called (paraphrasing the “positronium”) can be to the finding of the
correct quark theory, what the hy
drogen atom has been to the formula
tion of Quantum Mechanics. Another
lesson we have learned is that, through
the quark concept, the weak inter
actions exhibit a remarkable symmetry
between leptons and hadrons. It will
be very interesting to see whether this
symmetry survives the possible disco
very of new types of leptons and/or
hadrons (some peculiar events found
at SPEAR indicate that a heavy lepton
has already been found).
It is really within high energy weak
interactions, with their quark-lepton
symmetry, that matter could one day
show truly universal features, thus
leading to a unification of all forms of
interactions. Such grandiose schemes
are presently being conceived, a legi
timate offspring of the New Physics.
Who knows ; is the J-ψ the first link
of a chain leading to the fulfilment of
the ancient aspiration to cosmic unity ?
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in Pion-Muon Nuclear Physics
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The Institute is in the course of constructing a high duty cycle 500 MeV linear
electron accelerator and several associated facilities.
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— construction of a magnetic muon channel
— planning of experimental equipment for π/µ facility
— guidance of both the research and the construction teams.

A salary will be offered in the range between Dfl. 5000,— and Dfl. 6300,— per
month, depending on age and experience.
Enquiries should be addressed to Dr. P.F.A. Goudsmit, Institute for Nuclear Physics
Research, P.O. Box 4395, Amsterdam, The Netherlands (telephone 020-930951).
Applications, including a curriculum vitae, list of publications and a least two
references should be made before March 15, 1977.

Physics in Hungary

N. Kroó, Budapest
(Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

The study of physical problems has
always played an important role in the
scientific life of Hungary. Outstanding
researchers, Lorand Eotvos being a
very good example, achieved remark
able results, though mostly in difficult
circumstances. Unfortunately, many
talented Hungarian physicists, such as
Kurman, Hevessy, Szilard, Wigner, and
others found it necessary to continue
their scientific careers abroad.
Although the roots of the present
scientific activities can be traced back
to researches carried out in the 1920s
and 1930s, really rapid development
started only after the Second World
War. Physics research is carried on in
Hungary, as in many other countries,
in three types of laboratory : university
departments, industrial research insti
tutes and in institutes of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences (HAS). The most

spectacular change has been the evo Activities in Physics
lution of the Academy institutes, as is
Studies in modern theoretical phy
apparent from the figures listed below: sics
started in Hungary in the early
thirties. Quantum theory, statistical
1950 1960 1970 mechanics and the theory of relativity
Number of physicists
were the main fields of research. A
in HAS institutes
6 186 310 series of regular high-level seminars
Relative allocation per
with participants from home and
physicist to physics
abroad helped to promote an interest
research
1 7
8 in these subjects.
After the Second World War the
While the Academy plays an impor
tant role in directing research, the initial task was to lay the foundation
Eötvös Lorand Physical Society is an of future development by emphasizing
important social organization enabling the importance of an education in
physicists from educational centres, theoretical physics. Simultaneously, a
research institutes and from industry high level school in quantum field
to exchange ideas in the conferences, theory, that still functions, was esta
schools and in the club-like lecture blished.
meetings organized by the Society
The statistical theory of atoms, the
which is the representative association study of which was initiated in this
of Hungarian physicists.
early period, is still a subject pursued
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